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TorrentFreak being a torrent tracker has been besieged with DDoS
attacks in the past week. We've found out what's going on and
what to do if you are a visitor to our site. See the post below.
TorrentFreak.com Has Been Sued For Copyright Infringement By
A Movie Studio Sometime this week TorrentFreak, the popular
torrent tracker and webcast, will be dealing with a bit of a
problem. We've been receiving constant attacks from a certain IP
address, targeted from a specific ISP. Normally, a DDoS attack,
which attempts to make a website or service inaccessible to
everyone, would be conducted by an individual who had a
grievance to settle. TorrentFreak's owner, Marc, believes that the
attacks have been the result of a lawsuit that's been filed against
them by a movie studio or distributor for copyright infringement.
"They've been searching for a certain movie for some time and
have been using various tactics to track it down, including a DDoS
attack," says Marc. Yesterday, TorrentFreak received a number of
notifications that a legal complaint had been filed. It also appears
that our IP address is one of the IP addresses at the heart of the
lawsuit, with individuals from the same IP address are caught in
both lawsuits. In the complaint, a representative from a company
called Walt Disney GmbH (a German company) claims that

https://urlin.us/2sFgHJ


TorrentFreak has infringed copyright with a number of alleged
illegal streaming and download services. On top of the legal issues,
TorrentFreak's owner, Marc, is concerned with the effects of the
attacks. "These could also be related to our lawsuit," he says. "This
particular IP address has sent many similar emails to me in the
past and has also been caught by DMCAer in Ireland, leading to
websites being taken down there. I've never seen that IP address
prior to this and their DNS is currently pointing to a CGNIX
hosting facility, so if this is the same IP address, they might be
trying to spread their message worldwide." TorrentFreak's owner,
Marc, is also looking into whether a denial-of-service attack would
be illegal in Germany. He says that in the past, this has been
allowed, but after we reported that a few MPAA sites had been
targeted, the laws have changed. "If it's a denial of service, it's not
allowed because it blocks traffic and completely interrupts
services," says Marc.
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